We want to study robust properties of zero sets of continuous maps: what can we tell about g
1. We improve on computability of well groups-prove that Patel's computable new well groups approximate well groups from below. 2. We show incompletness results-examples where well groups fail to capture important robust features
≤ r } r -perturbation of f informally, well groups capture "homological properties" common to zero sets of all r -perturbations of f represented by a cycle in
input encoding: f is simplex-wise linear, Q-valued on vertices ...NO (in some sense) when i > n, i.e., φ = 0, example:
Moreover, there is f with U * (f , r ) = U * (f , r ) but having only single root (robustly), i.e., Z r (f ) = Z r (f ) Thm 2: Well groups of f are trivial except for U 0 (f , r ). U 0 (f , r ) computationally equivalent to extendability, key element:
• algorithm for dimK ≤ 2n−3 or n = 1, 2 or n even • undecidable otherwise Extendability is also relevant for higher well groups:
Idea of the proof Is the "lack of extendability to X 
zero set contains a cycle nonexdendability to X Example:
but there is an r -perturbation without it
Another example:
Given f : K → R n on a simpl. compl. and a precision level r > 0
The same example but different pictures:
f may have a root here r { Thm. Z r (f ) is determined by X,A and the homotopy class of f | A : A → S n−1 ⇒ complete invariant when zero sets are equipped by framing
